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Goal of this Problem Set: Basics of hash functions.

Task 1 – Proof of Storage (2 Credits)
Recall the Merkle-Damgård (MD) construction from the lecture. Let H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n

be a collision-resistant hash function based on the Merkle-Damgård paradigm. Assume, Eve
offers a cloud service where she advertises storage of her clients’ data. Alice submits her large
data message M for storage. However, Eve wants to sell her service to more clients than she
has storage for. To prove to Alice that Eve still stored the data, consider the following two
methods:

a) Alice sends a random n-bit challenge N to Eve. Eve responds with Y = H(M ‖ N).

b) Alice sends a random n-bit challenge N to Eve. Eve responds with Y = H(N ‖ M).

For each of the methods, show if Eve can trick Alice or not.

Task 2 – Merkle-Damgård (6 Credits)
Let F : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a compression function and H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n a
hash function based on the MD structure that uses F as internal compression function. Give
either a proof sketch or contradict the following claim: If F is collision-resistant, then H is
collision-resistant. Hint: Show that every algorithm that efficiently finds a collision for H can

be used to extract a collision for F with about the same success probability and complexity.

Task 3 – Multi-Collisions (3 Credits)
Let H : ({0, 1}n)∗ → {0, 1}n be a collision-resistant hash function based on the MD structure.
We call a c-collision the event that one finds c disjoint messages M1, M2, . . . , M c that are all
mapped to the same hash value.

a) Describe an attack for finding a 4-collision for m = 2 that does not add more than a
constant factor to the complexity of finding a 2-collision.

b) Describe the general expected complexity for c being a power of two: c = 2c
′

.
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Task 4 – Birthday Paradox and Hamming Weight (5 Credits)
Consider a hash function H : {0, 1}256 → {0, 1}256 with the following property:

w(x) = w(H(x)), for all x ∈ {0, 1}256, (1)

where w(x) :=
∑

n−1

i=0
xi is the hamming weight of an n-bit string x = (xn−1, . . . x1, x0).

Addendum 2019-04-30: Assume that, for each input x ∈ {0, 1}256, the output of y = H(x)
is sampled randomly from the sets of all y ∈ {0, 1}256 with w(y) = w(x).

a) Describe how one can use Property 1 for finding a collision on H and provide the
complexities for a success probability of 0.5 and 0.99, respectively.

b) Describe how one can use Property 1 for finding a preimage x ∈ {0, 1}256 to a hash value
y ∈ {0, 1}256, chosen by the adversary, and provide the lowest possible complexity.

c) Calculate the expected number of queries for finding a preimage x ∈ {0, 1}256 to a
uniformly random sampled y և {0, 1}256 for a success probability of 0.5.
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